
How to Build a Beat

An intro to specialized reporting 



Who Am I?

Veteran law enforcement beat reporter…

Started as a police reporting intern for outlets such as Newsday + The Washington Post.

Covered city cops in Philly and the New York Daily News.

Moved onto national law enforcement, first for The Marshall Project. 

Now I am at NBC News Investigations 



What is a beat?
Specialized reporting made up one or more related topics.



Let’s name some beats

Have any ideas?



You are assigned a beat, now what?

Know the main players:

Government agencies and their spokespeople

Former officials who aren’t shy

Academics who study the topic

Community activists pushing for reforms

Lobbying organizations



Government agencies 

Rule #1 – Don’t rely on the agencies you are assigned to cover 

for accurate information. Make sure to verify what they tell 

you.

Don’t be lazy. Cultivate sources outside the spokesperson’s 

office. 

Learn local public records law to access documents and data.

Be persistent. Keep asking questions.



How to build sources

Attend public events: School board meetings, city council 

hearings, police departments hold community meetings.

Find officials to take to lunch who can speak to you “on 

background.” Make sure to get usable details “on record.”

Seek out former officials no longer working in government.

Give out your contact information like it’s candy.



As you grow, so do your sources

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sgCoJ4NG2mI


FOIA and local public information 
acts
FOIA = Freedom of Information Act is a federal law

Then there are local versions in cities and states



How do you write a request?



You get internal documents





Other ideas

Talk to reporters in other cities who share your beat.

Join media organizations: 

Education Writers Association 

Religion Newswriters Association

Investigative Reporters and Editors

The Society of Professional Journalists

National Lesbian and Gay  Journalists Association

National Association of Black Journalists

National Association of Hispanic Journalists

Asian American Journalists Association 



Any Questions….



Contact info

Simone Weichselbaum

National Law Enforcement Reporter

NBC News Investigations

simone.weichselbaum@nbcuni.com

@simonejwei
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